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Alrstract-- We present a new self-organizing neural network model that has two variants. The first variant performs 
unsupervised learning and can be used for data visualization, clustering, and vector quantization. The main advantage 
over existing approaches ( e.g., the Kohonen feature map) is the ability o f  the model to automatically find a suitable 
network structure and size. This is achieved through a controlled growth process that also includes occasional 
removal o f  units. The second variant of  the model is a supervised learning method that results from the combination 
of  the above-mentioned self-organizing network with the radial basis function (RBF) approach. In this model it is 
possible--in contrast to earlier approaches--to perform the positioning of  the RBF units and the supervised training 
of  the weights in parallel. Therefore, the current classification error can be used to determine where to insert new 
RBF units. This leads to small networks that generalize very well. Results on the two-spirals benchmark and a vowel 
classification problem are presented that are better than any results previously published. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Self-organizing neural network models, as proposed by 
Willshaw and vonde r  Malsburg (1976) and Kohonen 
(1982), generate mappings from high-dimensional sig- 
nal spaces to lower-dimensional topological structures. 
These mappings are able to preserve neighborhood re- 
lations in the input data and have the property to rep- 
resent regions of high signal density on correspondingly 
large parts of the topological structure. This makes them 
interesting for applications in various areas ranging 
from speech recognition (Kohonen, 1988) and data 
compression (Schweizer et al., 1991 ) to combinatorial 
optimization (Favata & Walker, 1991 ). The fact that 
similar mappings can be found at various places in the 
brains of humans and animals indicates that preser- 
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vation of  topology is an important principle at least in 
natural "signal processing systems." 

It has been noted that the predetermined structure 
and size of Kohonen's model imply limitations on the 
resulting mappings. Often one realizes only at the end 
of a simulation that a different shape or number of 
elements would have been more appropriate. On the 
other hand, there is in most cases no a priori infor- 
mation available that would allow to choose a suitable 
network size and shape in advance. 

A solution to this dilemma is to determine shape as 
well as size of  the network during the simulation in an 
incremental fashion. This is the main principle of  the 
model presented below. It has a flexible, problem-de- 
pendent structure, a variable number of elements, and 
a k-dimensional topology whereby k can be arbitrarily 
chosen. Recently it was demonstrated that the new 
model improves over Kohonen's feature map with re- 
spect to various important criteria (Fritzke, 1993a). 
We acknowledge, however, that the new model owes 
several ideas to Kohonen's approach and that it is an 
extension of  his work rather than a completely different 
formalism. 

First we outline the network for unsupervised learn- 
ing and introduce later on the extension of the model 
to supervised learning. 
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2. UNSUPERVISED GROWING CELL 
STRUCTURES 

2.1. Problem Definition 

Before we describe our network model, it seems ap- 
propriate to exactly define the kind of problems the 
network is supposed to solve. In the first place, we have 
a number of n-dimensional input signals obeying an 
unknown probability distribution P(O.  With V = R n 
we denote the vector space the input signals stem from. 

Our objective is to generate a mapping from V onto 
a discrete k-dimensional topological structure A. This 
mapping should have the following properties: 
• Similar input signals are mapped onto topologically 

close elements of A. 
• Topologically close elements in A should have similar 

signals being mapped onto them. 
• Regions of V where the probability density of the 

input vector distribution is high should be repre- 
sented by correspondingly many elements in A. 

The first two points mean that the mapping should 
preserve similarity relations in forward and backward 
direction. If the dimensionality of A is smaller than 
that of [I, a dimensionality reduction is performed. If 
it is in spite of that possible to preserve the similarity 
relations, then the complexity of the data is reduced 
without loss of information. The third point means that 
we gain some information about the unknown prob- 
ability density of the input signals. 

2.2. Network Architecture 

The initial topology of the network A is a k-dimensional 
simplex. For k = 1 this is a line segment, for k = 2 a 

(b) 

(c) 

FIGURE 1. Cell structures of different dimensionality k. (a)  k 
= l , ( b ) k = 2 , ( c ) k = 3 .  

F a ~ i  Fc 

Fb Qb 
FIGURE 2. Voronoi tessellation generated by a two-dimensional 
call structure with the initial triangular topology. The dimension 
of the input vector space V is also two in this example. Every 
neuron is projected into V by drawing s circle at the position 
the reference vector points to. Circles corresponding to topo- 
logically neighboring neurons are connected by lines. 

triangle, and for k = 3 or higher the structure is denoted 
tetrahedron or hypertetrahedron. The (k + 1 ) vertices 
of the simplex are the cells (or neurons). The (k + 
1 )k/2 edges denote topological neighborhood relations. 
During a self-organization process described further 
below new cells will be added to the network and su- 
perfluous cells will be removed. Every modification of 
the network, however, is performed such that afterwards 
the network consists solely of k-dimensional simplices 
again. Some typical structures for different values of k 
are shown in Figure 1. 

We choose hypertetrahedrons for our model because 
they are of minimal complexity and can, therefore, be 
easily combined to larger structures. One should also 
note that the number of vertices of a k-dimensional 
hypertetrahedron grows only linear with k, whereas, 
for example, a k-dimensional hypercube has an expo- 
nentially growing number of vertices (2k). Therefore, 
the hypertetrahedron is a good choice even for very 
high-dimensional networks. 

Every cell c has an n-dimensional synaptic vector 
Wc attached. This vector may be seen as the position of 
c in the input vector space. We denote with w the set 
of all synaptic vectors wi, i ~ A. A mapping 4~w from 
the input vector space V onto the network A can now 
be defined by mapping every input signal to the cell 
with the nearest position (or reference vector). More 
formally we write 

ew: V--, A , ( ~  V ) ~ ( ¢ w ( O ~ A )  (1) 

with ~bw(~) the so called best-matching unit being de- 
fined through 

IIw,w,)- ill --- rain [[w, - ill. (2) 
r ~ A  

Thereby II" II denotes the Euclidean vector norm. By 
this V is partitioned into a number of regions F~ (i E 
A), each consisting of the locations having a common 
nearest synaptic vector w~ (see Figure 2). This is known 
as Voronoi tessellation, and the regions are denoted Vo- 
ronoi regions. To simplify some of the following for- 
mulas, we assume that our input space V is an arbi- 
trarily large butjinite subregion ofR n. The consequence 
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of a finite input space is that all Voronoi regions are 
finite. This is in general not true for those Voronoi re- 
gions belonging to a synaptic vector on the convex hull 
ofw.  

2.3. Network Dynamics 

In principle the adaptation of the synaptic vectors in 
our model is done as earlier proposed by Kohonen 
(1982): 
1. Determine the best-matching unit for the current 

input signal. 
2. Increase matching at the best-matching unit and its 

topological neighbors. 
In Kohonen's model the strength of the adaptation 

is decreasing according to a cooling schedule. Moreover, 
the topological neighborhood inside which significant 
changes are made is chosen large at the beginning and 
decreases then, too. Our model follows the same basic 
strategy. There are, however, two important differences: 
• The adaptation strength is constant over time. Spe- 

cifically, we use constant adaptation parameters cb 
and e, for the best-matching unit and the neighboring 
cells, respectively. 

• Only the best-matching unit and its direct topological 
neighbors are adapted. 

These choices eliminate the need to define a cooling 
schedule for any of the model parameters. 

In the following Nc denotes the set of direct topo- 
logical neighbors of a cell c. Furthermore, we define 
for every cell c a local counter variable rc basically con- 
raining the number of input signals for which the cell 
has been best-matching unit. Because the cells are 
slightly moving around, more recent signals should be 
weighted stronger than previous ones. This is achieved 
by decreasing all counter variables by a certain fraction 
after each adaptation step. To enable this decay, the 
signal counters  must be represented by real-valued 
variables. 

An adaptation step in our model can be formulated 
as follows I (see also Figure 3 ): 
1. Choose an input signal ~ according to the probability 

distribution P(~). 
2. Locate the best matching unit s = ¢w(6). 
3. Increase matching for s and its direct topological 

neighbors 

Aws = eb(~ -- ws) ( 3 )  

Awe = *.(~ - we) ( fo r  all c E Ns) (4 )  

4. Increment the signal counter of s: 

A r ,  = 1. ( 5 )  

' Here, and throughout the whole paper, Ax = y stands for x ~-~ 
= x ~ + y. This is to have a concise notation for incremental changes. 

(a) 

(~) 

(c) 

FIGURE 3. One adaptation step for a two-dimensional cell 
structure. Only the best-matching unit and its direct neighbors 
are adapted. The columns represent signal counter veiues. The 
signal counter of the best-matching unit is incremented. (Here 
and in the following figures we project ' the network into the 
input vector space by drawing every cell at the position the 
corresponding reference vector points to. This is a useful tech- 
nique if the input vector space has a dimension <3.) (a) Initial 
situation; (b) occurrence of an input signal; (c) after adaptation. 

5. Decrease all signal counters by a fraction a: 

Arc = - arc (for all i E A). 

If we choose small values for eb and e,, then the cells 
move from their initial random positions to locations 
with a dynamic equilibrium between the changes in all 
directions. They do not stop moving completely because 
the adaptation parameters are not decreased (so this is 
not stochastic approximation). 

Our objective is a structure with the synaptic vectors 
wc distributed according to P(~). This is achieved when 
every cell has the same probability of being best- 
matching unit for the current input vector. We do not 
know P(~) explicitly, but with the local signal counters 
we can compute an estimate of P(~), namely the rel- 
ative frequency of input signals received by a certain 
cell. 

The relative s ignal  f r e q u e n c y  of a cell c is 

hc = re~ ~ rj. (6) 
jEA 

Eventually, all cells should have similar relative signal 
frequencies. A high value of he, therefore, indicates a 
good position to insert a new cell because the new cell 
is likely to reduce this high value to a certain degree. 
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(a) 

(b) 

FIGURE 4. insertion of a new cell. (a) Situation before an in- 
sertion. The columns represent signal counter variables. The 
cell q has received the most input signals so far. The grey lines 
indicate the Voronoi tessellation. (b) A new cell r has been 
inserted and, thus, a new Voronoi region exists now. The signal 
counter variables are redistributed according to the changes 
of the Voronoi regions. 

Thus, in the following insertions are made on the basis 
of this criterion. 

Always after a fixed number X of adaptation steps 
we determine the cell q with the property 

hq > hc (for all c E A). (7) 

Then we look for the direct neighbor ofq  with the largest 
distance in input space. This is a cell f ( s ee  Figure 4a) 
satisfying 

Ilws- wqll >- Ilwc - wq[I (for all c E Nq). (8) 

We insert a new cell r in between q and f (F igure  4b). 
This new cell is connected to the other cells in such a 
way that we have again a structure consisting only of 
k-dimensional simplices. 2 The synaptic vector of r is 
initialized as 

w, = 0.5(wq + wf). (9) 

The insertion of r leads to a new Voronoi region F, in 
the input space. At the same time the Voronoi regions 
of the topological neighbors of r are diminished. This 
change is reflected by an according redistribution of 
the counter variables re. We compute the changes of 
the signal counters as 

i F~,ew~[ _ i F~Ota~ I 
Arc = ] Fc<Om ] rc (for  all c E N,).  (10)  

whereby I Fcl is the n-dimensional volume of F~. Fi- 
nally, the initial value of the new cell is defined as 

r , = -  E Ar~. (11)  
c~Nr 

2 This can be achieved by, first, connecting r to q, f a n d  to those 
common neighbors of q and f which are part of a simplex having 
both q and fa re  vertices. Second, the original connection between q 
and fhas  to be removed. 

The redistribution of the counter variables can be seen 
as ascribing to the new cell as much input signals as it 
would have received if it had existed since the beginning 
of the process. In the same way the reduction of the 
counter variables of its neighbors can be motivated. 
The basic algorithm for the growing cell structures is 
shown in Figure 5. A schematic example of the process 
is shown in Figure 6. The main characteristic of the 
model is that several adaptation steps are always fol- 
lowed by a single insertion. One can note the following 
feedback relation between the two types of action: 
• Every adaptation step increases the signal counter of 

the best-matching unit and thereby increases the 
chance that another cell will be inserted near this 
cell. 

• Insertion near a cell c decreases both the size of its 
Voronoi field Fc and the value of the signal counter 
~'c. The reduction of the Voronoi field makes it less 
probable that c will be best-matching unit for future 
input signals. 
Our simulations indicate tha t - -under  a wide range 

of parameter settings--the model approaches a state 
where for every cell i the probability Pi that i is best- 
matching unit for the next input signal according to 
P(~) is approximately equal. In this case the entropy 

S = - ~ P c l o g p c  (12) 

is approximately maximized and, therefore, the local 
density of reference vectors gives a good estimate of the 
unknown probability density of the input vectors. The 
above-mentioned comparative study indicates that the 
growing cell structures estimate unknown probability 
distributions significantly better than Kohonen's feature 
maps (Fritzke, 1993a). 

In Figure 7 some stages of a simulation are depicted. 
The cell structure grows, guided by the input vectors, 
and finally finds a suitable structure to model the cloud- 
shaped distribution. One should note that already in 
early phases of the simulation the network has basically 
its final shape only with fewer neurons. This behavior 
can be described as fractal growth, which can be ob- 
served frequently in plants (e.g., in ferns). An impor- 
tant property of this kind of change is that we can in- 
terrupt the process at any time and still have a well- 
shaped structure. 

Start  with a k-dimensional simplex at random positions in V = R ~. 

while (desired network size not rewched) 

Perform a constant number A of adaptation steps. 

Insert a new cell and distribute the counter variables according to 
eqn. 10 - 11. 

FIGURE 5. Principal algorithm of growing ceil structures. 
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FIGURE 6. A two-dimensional cell structure grows directed by input signals stemming from a uniform distribution in a circle shaped 
subarea of R =. The initial structure is a triangle of neurons with randomly initialized reference vectors. The structure is distributed 
by a constant number X of input signals. Then a new call (white circle) is inserted and connected to the other neurons in such a 
way that again a structure of triangles results. This new structure is distributed again, an other cell is inserted, etc. 

Another property of our model that becomes es- 
pecially ev ident  when viewing computer simulations is 
that, once a certain number of cells has been created, 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

FIGURE 7. Development of a two-dimensional growing cell 
structure. The underlying probability distribution P(~) is in this 
case also two-dimensional and is uniform in a cloud-shaped 
area. Below every subpicture the number of already received 
input signals (which is the number of adaptation steps) is 
shown. The employed simulation parameters are X = 100, c= = 
0.06, r, = 0.002, k = 2, a = 0.05. (a) 0 signals, (b) 100 signals, 
(c) 400 signals, (d)  1000 signals, (e) 4000 signals, ( f )  10000 
signals. 

very little movement of the reference vectors occurs. 
The main source of  change is the insertion of new cells. 
It is this property that facilitates the extension of the 
model to a new supervised learning method, as will be 
demonstrated in Section 3. 

2.4. Removal of Cells 

In some cases, especially if P(~) consists of several sep- 
arate regions of positive probability density, a still better 
modeling can be achieved by removing superfluous 
cells. A cell can be regarded as superfluous if it has a 
position (synaptic vector) in a region of V with very 
low probability density. In general, P(~) is unknown, 
but we can relate the relative signal frequency of  a cell 

(a) 

FIGURE 8. A growing call structures network with 400 ceils has 
adapted to the probability distribution of the previous example. 
Simulation parameters: ~b = 0.06, Cn = 0.002, X = 100, a = 0.05, 
and ~ = 0.09 (for b only). (a) The growth process leads to a 
well,adapted network structure. Mostly short connections in- 
dicate good topology preservation. Few syneptic vectors lie 
outside the relevant circular areas. (b) By removal of superflu- 
ous cells substructures can be formed. The positions of the 
synaptic vectors now indicate a nearly perfect modeling of the 
probability distribution and there are only short connections. 
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to the size of its receptive field (Voronoi field) to get a 
local estimate. Specifically, one can note that 

/3,. = hc/IFcl (13) 

is a local estimate of the probability density near Wo 
By periodically removing cells with values of/5 below 
some threshold n we can model even structured distri- 
butions very accurately. Figure 8 shows the simulation 
results for such a probability distribution without and 
with removal of neurons. 

2.5. Approximation of the Voronoi Regions 

The computation of the Voronoi tessellation is very 
difficult for dimensions n > 2. Thus, we replaced the 
Voronoi region Fc in a first approach by an n-dimen- 
sional hypercube with a side length equal to the mean 
length/c of the edges emanating from c. Instead off,, 
= [Fcl we took 

f,- = (L)", (14) 

with [c computed by 

[~= 1~card(No) ~ [Iwc- w, ll. (15) 
i~Nc 

Although the estimation of the probability density is 
not anymore as accurate as before, it seems to be suf- 
ficient to reliably identify superfluous neurons. How- 
ever, the appropriate value for the threshold depends 
strongly on the probability distribution. The reason for 
that is that a probability distribution that is nonzero 
in a large area of the input vector space has a lower 
density than a distribution that is concentrated more 
locally. But if one uses instead of/5 the normalized value 
/~, defined as 

/3=,6 x f~ ,  (16) 
cEA 

which is computed by multiplying/5 with the total vol- 
ume of all hypercubes, one gets sufficient independence. 
A threshold value of n = 0.09 is then appropriate in 
most cases. The check whether a cell i has a value/~i 
< n is performed after each insertion, and the cells 
fulfilling the condition are removed. The simulation 
leading to Figure 8b has been performed with this 
method. 

One should note, however, that the choice of an n- 
dimensional hypercube is only appropriate if the un- 
derlying data indeed spans the n-dimensional space. If, 
on the other hand, the data stems from a lower-dimen- 
sional subspace of R",  it might be better to use a hy- 
percube of that dimensionality. 

To illustrate the point, let us consider an extreme 
example. Assume that our input data is 100-dimen- 
sional (which is not uncommon for some real prob- 
lems), but stems from a two-dimensional submanifold 
of R '°° (what we do not know). We might take a two- 

dimensional network to be able to visualize the data 
(see Section 2.7 ). If now for one of our cells the mean 
edge length shrinks by 5%, then the volume of the cor- 
responding 100-dimensional hypercube collapses to less 
than 0.6% of its previous size. Obviously, this does not 
reflect very well the change of the receptive field of the 
cell. In this case, taking two-dimensional hypercubes 
would have been more appropriate. 

From the above it should be evident that it would 
be very helpful to know the true dimensionality of the 
data, meaning the smallest dimensionality t, such, that 
a t-dimensional submanifold of V can be found con- 
taining all (or most) input data. Then t-dimensional 
hypercubes could be used to estimate the size of the 
Voronoi regions in our model. Unfortunately, it is in 
general difficult to figure out the value of t, especially 
because the mentioned submanifold does not have to 
be linear but could be arbitrarily twisted (e.g., a curved 
surface in R 3). Therefore, even a principal component 
analysis of the data does not, in general, reveal their 
true dimensionality, but gives only (or at least) an upper 
bound. 

As long as there is no simple method to determine 
the true data dimensionality t, one has to use an esti- 
mate t of  it. In the following we give some general rules 
for choosing such an estimate that do work well for all 
problems we encountered so far: 
• Always set t -< n. 
• If the different components of the input vectors are 

known to be stochastically independent from each 
other use t = n. 

• If there are known dependencies among the com- 
ponents set tto the number of independent variables. 

• Always set t smaller or equal to the number of input 
vectors. This rule applies only to the rather unusual 
case that the total number of vectors is smaller than 
their dimensionality n. 

• Finally, one can perform a principal component 
analysis of the data. Then t should be set to the num- 
ber of large principal eigenvalues of the covariance 
matrix of the data. 

However, in most cases it is not necessary to do the 
principal component analysis because our method is 
not very sensitive to the choice o f t .  The only case one 
should avoid is to choose a value of t that is much too 
high. This can happen only if the data is very high- 
dimensional and there are strong dependencies among 
the components. In such a case it can happen that most 
insertions occur in one region of the structure. This is 
due to the fact that a newly inserted cell then gets at- 
tributed nearly all the signals of its neighbors because 
the change of their Voronoi fields is overestimated (see 
above). A simple remedy for this problem is to choose 
a lower value for t and to perform another simulation. 

In conclusion, we choose in the following in each 
case a value for t and approximate the volume of the 
Voronoi regions by 
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(a) 

FIGURE 9. Simple heuristics for coil removal can lead to in- 
consistent structures. (a)  Growing Cell Structures. The node 
d is to be removed. This is done by removing the adjacent 
edges and the node itself. (b) Structure after removal of node 
d. The edges ab and co are not part of any triangle anymore. 
The structure is inconsistent. 

f~ = (/c) i (17) 

with ic being the mean edge length [ see eqn ( 15 ) ]. It 
should be stressed again, however, that the choice of  
seems not at all to be a critical step. For a given set of  
data usually many different estimates work well. 

2.6. Efficient Manipulation of High-Dimensional 
Topologies 

The implementation of  k-dimensional growing cell 
structures is somewhat more complicated than the im- 
plementation of the Kohonen feature map (for which 
usually a rectangular array of processing units is cho- 
sen). Therefore, it seems appropriate to give some hints 
how this can be done with relatively small effort. 

Any implementation of  the model must support the 
two structural update operations: 
• Insertion of a neuron. 
• Deletion of  a neuron. 
These Ol~.rations have to be performed such that the 
resulting structure consists exclusively of k-dimensional 
hypertetrahedrons again. 

The general structure of  the network can be repre- 
sented as an undirected graph that is a standard data 
type consisting of nodes and of  edges between pairs of  
nodes. 3 The nodes correspond to neurons and the edges 
to topological neighborhood relations. Although such 
a data structure is already sufficient in principle, a con- 
siderable search effort is needed to make consistent up- 
date operations. The problem is that the removal of  a 
neuron might require that also other neurons and con- 
nections are removed to make the structure consistent 
again. Simple heuristics as, for example, to remove a 

Our current implementation of the model is based on LEDA 
(see Mehlhorn & N~iher, 1989), a publicly available library of data 
types and algorithms. LEDA contains, in particular, a very elaborated 
data type "graph." 

node remove all neighboring connections and the node 
itself do not work properly, as is shown in Figure 9. 
The key idea to solve this problem is to change the level 
of  observation from nodes and connections to hyper- 
tetrahedrons. For this purpose we keep track of all the 
hypertetrahedrons the current network consists of. 
Technically, a new data type simplex is created, an in- 
stance of which contains the set of all nodes belonging 
to a certain hypertetrahedron. Furthermore, with every 
node we associate the set of  those hypertetrahedrons 
the node is part of. The two update operations can now 
be formulated as follows: 
• Insertion: A new node r is always inserted by splitting 

an existing edge q f .  The node r has to be connected 
with q, f ,  and with all common neighbors of  q and 
f .  Also, the hypertetrahedrons have to be updated. 
Each hypertetrahedron h containing both q and f ( i n  
other words, the edge being split) is replaced by two 
hypertetrahedrons each containing the same set of 
nodes as h except that q respectively f i s  repla____~d by 
the new node r. Finally, the original edge q f  is re- 
moved. The new hypertetrahedrons have to be in- 
serted in the sets associated with their participating 
nodes. 

• Deletion: To delete a node, it is necessary and suffi- 
cient to delete all hypertetrahedrons the node is part 
of. This is done by removing the hypertetrahedrons 
from the sets associated with their nodes. Edges for 
which the respective ending nodes do not share at 
least one hypertetrahedron are removed. The same 
is done with nodes having no more edges. This strat- 
egy leads to structures with every edge belonging to 
at least one hypertetrahedron and every node to at 
least one edge. Therefore, the resulting k-dimensional 
structures are consistent, that is, contain only k-di- 
mensional hypertetrahedrons. 

It is demonstrated in Figure 10 that the problematic 
example of  Figure 9 is now handled correctly. 

2.7. Network Visualization for High-Dimensional 
Input Data 

An important property of Kohonen's feature map is 
the ability to project high-dimensional input data onto 
a two-dimensional, usually rectangular, grid. This 
makes a visualization of complex data possible, for ex- 
ample, speech data (Kohonen, M/ikisara, & Saram~iki, 
1984) or even high-dimensional symbolic descriptions 
of objects (Ritter & Kohonen, 1989 ). 

The growing cell structures generate less regular 
networks. In the two-dimensional case the network 
consists of a number of connected triangles, possibly 
also of several such networks if removal of  cells has 
been performed. By construction the network is two- 
dimensional, but it is not obvious how to embed the 
network into the plane to visualize it. On the other 
hand, the method of  projecting the network into input 
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FIGURE 10. Correct removal through introduction of additional 
structural information. (a) Growing cell structures. The node d 
is to be removed and consequently also those triangles (two- 
dimensional hypertetrahodrons) in which d participates. (b) 
Structure alter removal of d and the tdangles d participated in. 
The structure consists only of triangles again and is thus con- 
sistent. 

vector space allows a visualization only for input vector 
dimensions up to three. 

We found, however, a method to embed a k-dimen- 
sional network (k E { 2, 3 } ) into the k-dimensional 
space. This makes it possible to visualize networks for 
arbitrarily high vector dimensions as long as the net- 
work dimension is low enough. 

Our method employs a simple physical model to 
construct the k-dimensional embedding during the self- 
organization process. In the following we assume k = 
2. The generalization to three dimensions is straight- 
forward. 
• Each cell in the network is modeled by a disc made 

of elastic material. 
• The diameter of each disc is d. Therefore, two discs 

touch if the distance of their centers is equal to d. If 
the distance gets smaller than d, the discs repel each 
other according to the occurring elastic deformation. 

• Each neighborhood connection is modeled by an 
elastic string. Two connected, but currently not 
touching, discs are pulled towards each other. 

• All discs are positively electrically charged and repel 
each other (even if they do not touch).  
At the beginning of the self-organization process the 

three discs are positioned in the plane such that they 
do not overlap. Each time a new cell is inserted, the 
position of its corresponding disc is interpolated from 
the neighbors in the same way the reference vector is 
interpolated. It may occur that overlaps now exist. 
Therefore, after every insertion we compute for every 
disc the sum of forces acting on it and move it accord- 
ingly. This is done in an asynchronous manner to avoid 
oscillation effects. 

We did not try to build a physically accurate model. 
The discs have no associated mass and forces lead to 
proportionally large motions. For the forces we exper- 
imentally determined the following values. 

Repelling force J~ of two discs with center distance 
e: 

= 

0 if 3 d < e  

d /5  if 2d  < e < 3d  

d / 2  if d < e ~ 2d  

d if O < e < d  

0 if O = e  

(18) 

TABLE 1 
Animal Names and Binary Attdbutes (adapted from Ritter & Kohonen, 1989) 

Animal 

G E 
D D o H a W 
o H u o O a g F D o 
v e c s w w I o o I 
e n k e I k e x g f 

T H Z 
i L o e 

C g i r b 
a e o s r 
t r n e a 

C 
o 
w 

IS 
Small 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Big 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Has 
Two legs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Four legs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Hair 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Hooves 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Feathers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Likes to 
Hunt 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Fly 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Swim 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

If an attribute applies for an animal the corresponding table entry is 1, otherwise 0. 
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Attracting forcef~ of two connected discs with center 
distance e: 

0 if e < d  
f. = . (19) 

( e -  d)/2 (otherwise) 

These two forces have to be balanced against each 
other. We usually multiplied)~ by 0.2 andf~ by 1.0. In 
some cases, however, different values might be more 
appropriate. 

An example of the results obtained by the described 
method is shown in Figure I I. A still larger benefit can 

(b) 

(d) 

FIGURE 11. Example for the embedding method. The probability 
distribution is uniform in two separated cubes. The network is 
two-dimensional. (a) and (b) as well as (c) and (d) show the 
same state of the simulation, respectively. Through the 
embedding it is easily possible to detect the splitting of the 
network, as can be seen. (a) ~ into input vector space. 
Shortly after the start of the simulation all ceils a r e  connected 
because no deletions took place yet. (b) Embedding into the 
two-dimensional space. (c) Projection into Input vector space. 
Deletion of superlluous cells has led tc two saparata structures. 
(d) Embedding into the two-dimensional space. The two sub- 
structures can be recognized easily. 

duck 

goose 

dove 

owl 

¢1~1¢ 

hen 

dog 

tiger 

fox cat 

FIGURE 12. Kohonon feature map representing the animal data 
from Table 1. For every animal the cell is shown that is best- 
matching unit for the corresponding (feature) vector. Animals 
with similar properti~ are represented in neighboring locations 
of the map, as is shown by the (manually added) partition into 
three regions (adapted from Ritter & Kohonen, 1989). 

be gained by having the embedding when the input 
data is so high-dimensional that we cannot visualize 
the network in input vector space anymore. This is in 
many real applications the case because often we have 
data consisting of many more than three components. 

Ritter and Kohonen have introduced an illustrative 
example of high-dimensional data. It consists of the 
description of 16 animals by binary property lists (Table 
1 ). The thirteen properties together with a l-out-of-n 
coding of the name of the animal led to 29-dimensional 
vectors. These vectors were fed into a two-dimensional 
Kohonen feature map consisting of 10 X 10 neurons. 
After the end of the self-organization process it was 
tested where each of the input vectors was represented 
on the map. It came out that Kohonen's method had 
found an interesting projection positioning similar an- 
imals generally at neighboring locations on the map. It 
was, e.g., possible to partition this semantotopic map 
into three connected regions containing all birds, her- 
bivores, and carnivores, respectively (Figure 12). 

We tested the growing cell structures with the same 
data and constructed during the self-organization a two- 
dimensional embedding of the network with the 
method just described. Two different stages of a specific 
simulation are shown in Figure 13. When comparing 
the results with those of Ritter and Kohonen, the main 
advantage of our model lies in the fact that it auto- 
matically finds meaningful partitions of the data, 
whereas Ritter and Kohonen had to identify those par- 
titions by themselves. 

In general, this technique makes it possible to vi- 
sualize and cluster high-dimensional data that might 
be useful in many application areas as, for example, 
process control or pattern recognition. 

2.8. Alternative Insertion Criteria 

One goal of our model, as described so far, is to estimate 
the unknown probability density of the input signals 
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(a) 

~ ie 

cat 

(b) 

[agle 

~ ra ~e r  

FIGURE 13. Semantotopic growing ceil structures. The data 
used stems from Ritter and Kohonen (see Table 1 ). The date 
is ordered as by Kohonen's model but beyond that the ability 
of the growing cell structures to form substructures makes it 
possible to partition the data in clusters of mutually similar 
items. (a) The birds have been divided from the mammals. 
Among the birds the peaceful ones and the birds of prey are 
at different pesitk)ns. Also in the mammal cluster similar animals 
can generally be found at neighboring positions. (b) The mam- 
mal cluster has been split into three other cluster. One contains 
the large end peaceful animals (horse, zebra, cow), the second 
contains animals that like to run (tiger, lion, wolf, dog), and 
the third cluster conteins animals which like to hunt, but avoid 
excessive running (cat, fox). 

following, becomes equal for all neurons. Appropriate 
resources must have the property that the insertion of 
a new neuron r near an existing neuron q reduces the 
expected value of the resource of q. Under some ad- 
ditional conditions for the resource, which can be char- 
acterized as well-behavedness and which are very often 
fulfilled, we can expect that the strategy of inserting 
new neurons near neurons with high resource values 
will lead to the desired result that all neurons have sim- 
ilar expected resource values. 

One interesting example of an alternative resource 
is the quantization error generated by a neuron. This 
is simply the accumulated squared distance between 
the reference vector of this neuron and all input signals 
being mapped onto the neuron. Instead of incrementing 
the signal counter of the best-matching unit as we did 
earlier, we change it through 

a ~  = I1~ - wsll =, ( 2 0 )  

which effectively replaces eqn (5).  By using this mea- 
sure as insertion criterion, new neurons are inserted 
not anymore near those neurons getting the most input 
signals but rather near those neurons the input signals 
of which are very different from their reference vectors. 
The resulting network structures differ especially for 
probability distributions with a nonuniform probability 
density (see, e.g., Figure 14). Recently, this particular 
insertion criterion was used to develop a new method 
for vector quantization (see Fritzke, 1993b). For this 
application the consistency requirements for the struc- 
tures have been loosened by also allowing separate cells 
(without any neighbors) to exist. The method is able 
to generate codebooks of exceptionally good quality. 

Another useful example for the resource is discussed 
in the next section, where we report first results on a 
new supervised network based on the growing cell 
structures. 

with the local density of reference vectors in input vector 
space. This goal would be achieved perfectly if every 
neuron had the same chance that a randomly drawn 
input signal was mapped onto it. To approach this goal, 
we introduced a local signal counter for each neuron 
and inserted new neurons near existing neurons with 
high signal counter values. 

It has to be pointed out that there is an underlying 
general principle in this method that can be exploited 
to achieve quite different goals than estimation of  the 
probability density. The principle is to insert new neu- 
rons in such a way that the expected value of a certain 
error measure, which will be called resource 4 in the 

4 This denotation stems from the idea that the accumulated re- 
source values cause insertion (or growth) and, therefore, play a nu- 
trition-like role for the network. 

3. EXTENSION TO SUPERVISED LEARNING 

3.1. Motivation 

Self-organizing networks perform unsupervised learn- 
ing. Frequently they generate ordered mappings of the 
input data onto some low-dimensional topological 
structure. In other cases they are used to partition the 
input data into subsets (or clusters ) such that data items 
inside one subset are similar but items from different 
subsets are dissimilar. 

In many situations, however, one has given input as 
well as corresponding output data. The problem is then 
to learn the underlying relation from a limited number 
of examples. For the sake of concreteness, let us in the 
following assume that our data consists of a number of 
pairs 
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(b) 

(a) 

~ R  n 

FIGURE 15. Radial basis function network. An n-dimenaionel 
input signal/~ is directed to s layer of units with s Gaussisn 
activalion function. This layer is via weighted connections linked 
to the output layer of linear summation units. 

FIGURE 14. Minimization of qusntization error. The probability 
distribution consists of a 10 × 10 field and a 1 × 1 field. Fifty 
percent of the input signal comes from either of these areas. 
After letting the networks grow until size 100 the mean square 
error was determined by 1000 test signals. (a)  The original 
version of the growing cell structures leads to a solution with 
approximately 50% of the reference vectors in the 10 × 10 field 
as well as in the I × 1 field. The mean square error is 0.00095. 
(b)  The error-minimizing variant of the growing cell structures 
positions most of the reference vectors in the 10 × 10 field. 
The mean square error is 0.00054. 

whereby ~i is the input and ~'i is the desired output of 
the ith pair. 

Supervised learning methods are in these cases used 
to train networks to generate the desired output when 
they are presented with the input part of a specific data 
pair. Although this is not very useful per se, it is hoped 
that after finishing the training the network will be able 
to generate reasonable output values for unknown input 
data. This is often denoted as generalization. It is com- 
monplace today that to achieve good generalization the 
number of  free parameters of the network must be kept 
small. Otherwise there is the danger of over-fitting, 
which denotes a situation where the network still im- 
proves on the training data, but already has a decreasing 
performance on the test data. Typical application areas 
for supervised learning include pattern classification or 
function approximation. 

In the following we demonstrate how the self-orga- 
nizing model we presented in this paper can be extended 

to a supervised learning procedure. The result is a 
method that resembles the well-known radial basis 
function network (RBF) but eliminates some serious 
drawbacks of  this approach. 

3 .2 .  R a d i a l  B a s i s  F u n c t i o n s  

Radial basis function networks (Moody & Darken, 
1989; Poggio & Girosi, 1990) consist of a layer L of 
units with Gaussian activation functions 5 and an output 
layer of m linear summation units (Figure 15). We 
assume again data pairs (~i, ~'i ) U R n × R m of input 
and desired output. 

Each Gaussian unit c has an associated vector we E 
R n indicating the position of the Gaussian in input vec- 
tor space and a standard deviation ac. For a given input 
datum ~ the activation of a unit c is described by 

f~(,~) 
Dc(~) ~i~L fi(~) (21) 

whereby 

= exp( II~ - wcll~ f~(~) ~ ]. (22) 

Equation (21) realizes a normalization (proposed 
by Moody and Darken) such that 

Di(~) = 1 (23) 
i E L  

always holds. Consequently, every input signal causes 
in summa the same activation. From the Gaussian units 
to the output units exists a complete layer of modifiable 
weights. The overall goal is to set the free parameters 
of  the network such that the output units produce suit- 
able values for given input data. The free parameters 
in this case are positions and widths of the Gaussians 
as well as the weights to the output units. 

The usual procedure for training such a network 
consists of two consecutive phases, an unsupervised and 
a supervised one: 

5 In general, every activation function could be used that is only 
in a limited and local area of the input vector space considerably 
different from zero. 
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1. The Gaussians have to be positioned in the n-di- 
mensional input vector space. Moody and Darken 
propose the k-means clustering algorithm for this 
purpose. Moreover, for each Gaussian the standard 
deviation has to be defined. Moody and Darken re- 
port good results for using the distance to the nearest 
other Gaussian. 

2. The layer of modifiable weights has to be trained to 
produce the desired values at the output units. 
Commonly the delta rule (also called least mean 
square rule) is used, but also any conventional 
method for solving a linear system would do. 
Although the described networks are reported to be 

computationally rather efficient (compared, for ex- 
ample, with back propagation), they have some im- 
portant drawbacks. First, one has to define the number 
of Gaussians a priori. This leads to similar problems 
as the number-of-hidden-units dilemma for multilayer 
perceptrons because it is very difficult to estimate an 
appropriate number of units. The second problem 
stems from the fact that the k-means clustering algo- 
rithm positions the Gaussians at those locations in input 
vector space where many input vectors can be found. 
In some cases, this might be not at all optimal. Consider 
a simple classification problem with two classes where 
most of the data vectors lie in two well-separated clus- 
ters, but the remaining vectors of both classes are scat- 
tered in several small clusters that are quite close to 
each other (Figure 16). In this case k-means would 
position most of the available Gaussians on the two 
large clusters. A much better choice, however, would 
be to cover the large clusters with only few Gaussians 
(having a large standard deviation) and to use the rest 
to cover the more complicated region containing the 
small clusters. Generally, relatively more Gaussians 
should be positioned at those locations where it is dif- 
ficult to differentiate between the classes. These loca- 
tions, however, are not known a priori. 
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FIGURE 16. Classification problem with two classes: given the 
shown example, points find a good method to map all points 
in the square to one or the other class. (Altematively, one could 
also consider rejection of points, for which neither class seems 
to be appropriate.) 

~ R  n 

FIGURE 17. Supervised growing ceil structures network. In 
contrast to the conventional radial basis function network there 
exist topological neighborhood relaUons (gray arrows ) among 
the Gaussiens. They are used to define the radius of the 
Gaussien as well as to interpolate the position of newly created 
Gaussiens from existing ones. 

3.3. Supervised Growing Cell Structures 

In a fairly obvious way one can extend the growing cell 
structures to a supervised radial basis function network 
(Figure 17): 
• For every cell c the reference vector wc defines the 

center of a Gaussian activation function. 
• The standard deviation ac of the Gaussian is defined 

as the mean length of all edges emanating from c 
(this is comparable to the heuristic proposed by 
Moody et al.). 

• A number of m linear output units are defined and 
the Gaussian units are completely connected to them 
by weighted connections. This can be realized by as- 
sociating with every cell c an output weight vector 
w °ut = (wit, w2c . . . . .  Wmc). Thereby, wi~ denotes 
the weight of the connection from cell c to output 
unit i. 
So far this is very similar to a standard RBF network. 

The difference, however, lies in the training strategy 
and can be characterized by the following two points: 
• Instead of having a two-phase scheme, the self-or- 

ganization of the RBF layer and the supervised ad- 
aptation of the weighted connections are performed 
in parallel. 

• The classification error occurring for the training data 
is used to determine where to insert new cells (resp. 
Gaussians). 
The parallel training is made possible by the earlier 

mentioned property of our algorithm that existing 
weight vectors are moved (changed) only very little. 
Thus, it makes sense to train the weights to the output 
units right from the beginning of the growth process. 

We have to extend the described algorithm for un- 
supervised learning accordingly. In particular, we now 
do one learning step with the delta rule after every ad- 
aptation step. As mentioned before, we assume that 
our data consists of pairs (~i, ~' i  ) ~ R n × R m of input 
vector and desired output vector. We compute the ac- 
tivation D~ of every cell c as 

: exp/ I1~ - wcll2~ Dc(~) - ~ }. (24) 
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We perform no normalization. This has the advantage 
that outliers do not activate any Gaussian very much 
and can therefore be identified easily. If  we would nor- 
realize, on the other hand, input signals that are arbi- 
trarily far away from all Gaussians can also activate 
them considerably. To support this position one could 
argue that it is somewhat questionable to generalize 
over patterns that are very different from all patterns 
seen during training. 

The activation of  the m output units is computed 
by 

oi = ~ wicDc ( fo ra l l iE{1  . . . . .  m}). (25) 
c~A 

The change of  weights (according to the delta rule) 
is defined by 

AWic = ~l(fi - oi)Dc (for all i E  {1 . . . . .  m}) 

(for all c E A), (26) 

whereby n is the learning rate. 
Finally, we update the resource variable of  the cur- 

rent best-matching unit s by adding to it the overall 
squared error between actual output o = o ~ , . . .  ,Om 
and desired output ~" = ~ ' ~ , . . .  , ~'m: 

: - ,  = II~" - oi l  = .  (27) 

This replaces eqn (5) ,  where we incremented the 
resource variable r, with eqn (20),  where we summed 
up the quantization error. 

If the current task is a classification problem (as 
opposed to a continuous input /output  mapping), we 
can alternatively use the classification error. In this case 
the resource would be updated according to 

Ar, = {~ otherwise.if~isclassified correctly (28) 

Networks built with the classification error as inser- 
tion criterion still tend to be very small when they start 
classifying all training examples correctly. This is due 
to the fact that new cells are only inserted in those 
regions of  the input vector space where misclassifica- 
tions still occur. On the other hand, learning does prac- 
tically halt when no misclassifications occur anymore, 
even if the raw mean square error of the network is still 
rather large. In some cases this can lead to poor gen- 
eralization for unknown patterns. Therefore, it seems 
advisable to use a weighted combination of  classifica- 
tion and mean square error. It has to be pointed out, 
however, that this is merely a matter of  fine tuning. 
From our experience the networks usually generate 
satisfying mappings in all areas where training vectors 

6 This particular behavior is also a characteristic of the original 
perceptron learning rule introduced by Rosenblatt ( 1958 ). 

are available, no matter which combination of  the two 
kinds of  error is used. 

Whenever a new cell r is inserted, it gets a vector 
w °ut= (W~r, W2r . . . . .  Wmr) of weighted connections 
to the m output units. Instead of initializing these vec- 
tors with zero or random values, they are obtained 
through a redistribution very similar to that used for 
the resource variable of the new cell [compare eqns 
(10) and (11)]:  

Awe °ut = I F2"Wl - I FO~a[ 
iF oral w °" (for all c E Nr). (29) 

whereby I Fc[ is the n-dimensional volume of Ft. Fi- 
nally, the initial output weight vector of the new cell is 
defined as 

Wr °ut= -- Z Aw~ "t- (30) 
cEN, 

In doing this redistribution the new cell is given out- 
put weights such that it will activate the output units 
in a way similar to its mean neighbor. Because the 
neighboring Gaussians overlap considerably, the overall 
output behavior of the network is not changed very 
much. In future adaptation steps, however, the new unit 
can develop different weights and contribute to better 
error reduction in this area of  the input vector space. 
The complete algorithm for supervised growing cell 
structures is shown in Figure 18. 

3.4. Simulation Examples 

Example  1 : A S imple  Classification Problem. We used 
the described supervised version of the growing cell 
structures to construct a classifier for the data shown 
in Figure 16. The network was chosen to be two-di- 
mensional. Because the data had to be classified into 
two classes, two output units were used. The combined 
growth and learning process was continued until the 
MSE for the training data fell below some bound. The 
resulting network (Figure 19a) was used to map 200 
X 200 points inside the square region to either one or 
the other class (Figure 19b). 

One can observe that the size of the triangles and, 
therefore, the standard deviation of the Gaussians is 
considerably smaller in the region with the four small 
clusters (upper right). The reason is that the classifi- 
cation in this area is difficult and, therefore, many clas- 
sification errors occur during training. This leads to 
insertions in this area. The resulting decision regions 
demonstrate that the final network classifies all training 
vectors correctly. Moreover, it seems to do a rather good 
job on classifying the other points inside the depicted 
region. 

Example  2: The Two Spirals. A well-known benchmark 
in the connectionist community is the so-called two- 
spiral problem. It consists of 194 two-dimensional vec- 
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Initialize cell structure A with one k-dimensional simplex at random positions in 
V = R  ~. 

Create rn linear output units. 

Create a weighted connection wi~ from each cell c E A to each output unit 
i, (i e {1 . . . . . .  }) 

Associate every cell (vertex of the simplex) with a Gaussian function, 

while (classification error not low enough) 

repeat A times 

Choose I /O-pair  (~,()  E (R n x R ~) from training data 

Determine best-matching unit s for ~, 

Increase matching for s and its direct neighbors. 

Compute activation De for every cell c E A (see eqn. 24). 

Compute the vector o = ( o l , . . . , o ~ )  of all output unit activations (see 
eqn. 25). 

Perform one delta-rule learning step for the weights (see eqn. 26) 

Increase resource variable of s through At ,  - IK - o i l  2 

Determine cell q with maximum resource value 

Insert a new cell r between q and the direct neighbor f with maximum 
distance in input vector space 

Redistribute resource values and weight vectors among r and its direct 
neighbors according to eqn. 10 - 11 and 29 - 30, resp. 

FIGURE 18. Supervised growing cell structures algorithm. 

tors lying on two interlocked spirals that are the classes 
in this case (Figure 20a). The task is to construct a 
classifier able to distinguish between the two classes. 
This benchmark is interesting because, due to the low 
data dimensionality, it is possible to visualize the de- 
cision regions of the network during and after training. 
Moreover, it seems to be a rather difficult task for typical 
feedforward networks (e.g., multilayer perceptrons with 
sigmoidal activation functions). Long and Witbrock 
(1989) were unable to solve the problem with a stan- 
dard multilayer network and had to use additional con- 
nections to achieve convergence. Fahlman and Lebiere 
(1990) used a constructive algorithm called Cascade- 
Correlation to solve the problem. The resulting decision 
regions of this network are shown in Figure 20b. One 
can note that the Cascade-Correlation algorithm is able 
to learn the training data, but the decision regions show 
several artifacts. In many cases, points between two 
training vectors of  a specific class are classified as be- 
longing to the other class. This occurs especially in the 
outer parts of the spirals where the example patterns 
of one class are further apart from each other than 
from the representants of the other class. The resulting 
"cuts" in the spiral can be interpreted as poor gener- 
alization. In the absence of  other evidence, it seems 
more natural to assume that those intermediate points 

belong to the same class. The decision regions produced 
by the network of Lang and Witbrock look similar. 

Baum and Lang(1991)  proposed a constructive 
method and also tested it with the two-spiral problem. 
Their approach employs an "oracle" that can tell for 
every point in the plane the desired class. Queries to 
the oracle are then used to position the hyperplanes 
corresponding to certain hidden units. An explicit test 
set of 576 points has been defined consisting of three 
points between each pair of adjacent same-class training 
points. Therefore, training and test points together form 
two spirals with a four times higher point density then 
the training set alone. For their best model Baum and 
Lang report an average of 29 errors on the test set. 

We generated a two-dimensional growing cell struc- 
ture to solve the two-spiral problem. The network and 
the corresponding decision regions are shown in Figure 
21. In this case the decision regions form two well- 
separated spirals with very smooth borders. In fact, the 
decision regions exhibit a strong similarity to the oracle 
defined by Baum and Lang. Data points in between 
training vectors of one class are mapped onto that class 
and, therefore, the network makes no errors at all on 
the mentioned test set of  Baum and Lang. Even in the 
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FIGURE 19. Supervised growing cell structures. Network and 
decision regions for the data shown in Figure 16. Simulation 
parameters: ~, = 240, c~ = 0.1, c, = 0.006, k = 2, t = 2, ~ = 0.005, 
)1 = 0.15; no removal of cells. (a )  Final network, (b)  decision 
regions. 
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(b) (b) 

FIGURE 20. Two-spiral problem and learning results of a con- 
structive network. (a) Two-spiral problem, (b) decision regions 
for Cascade-Correlation (reprinted with permission from Fahl- 
man & Lebiera, 1990). 

FIGURE 21. Performance of the growing ceil structures o ,  the 
two-spiral benchmark. Simulation parameters: k = 240, e= = 
0.1, c, = 0.006, k = 2, i = 2, a = 0.005, ~ = 0.15; no removal of 
cells. (a)  Final network with 145 cells, (b) decision regions. 

outer regions of the spiral the decision regions follow 
the example vectors accurately. The local density of 
cells is rather uniform and does not follow the density 
of the training vectors, which is higher near the center 
of the spirals. This is not surprising because near the 
center fewer units per training point are needed to fa- 
cilitate correct classification. 

For every learning method an important practical 
aspect is the number of pattern presentations necessary 
to achieve a satisfying performance. In the case of a 
finite training set, a common measure is the number 
of cycles through all training patterns, also called 
epochs. We list in Table 2 the number ofelx)chs for the 
two-spiral problem for some earlier methods and for 
our approach. As can be seen, the number of epochs 
required by the new method is about two orders of 
magnitude smaller than for standard back propagation 
and nearly one order of magnitude smaller than for 
Cascade-Correlation. 

Example 3: Speaker Independent Vowel Recognition. 
To explicitly investigate the generalization capability of 
our model, we performed experiments with a vowel 
recognition problem. The data used was collected by 
Deterding (1989), who recorded examples of the 11 

steady-state vowels of English spoken by 15 speakers 
for a speaker normalization study. The vowel data (as 
well as the two-spiral data) is electronically available 
from the Came#e-Mellon University connectionist 
benchmark collection (see Fahlman, 1993). 

An ASCII approximation to the International Pho- 
netic Association (I.P.A.) symbol and the word in which 
the l 1 vowel sounds were recorded is given in Table 3. 
The word was uttered once by each of the 15 speakers, 
seven of whom were female and eight male. 

The speech signals were low pass filtered at 4.7 kHz 
and then digitized to 12 bits with a 10-kHz sampling 

TABLE 2 
Training Epochs Necessary for the Two-Spiral Problem 

Number 
Network Model of Epochs Reported In 

Back propagation 20000 Lang & Witbrock 
(1989) 

Cross entropy BP 10000 Lang & Witbrock 
(1989) 

Cascade-correlation 1700 Fahlman & Lebiere 
(1990) 

Growing cell structures 180 this paper 
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TABLE 3 
Words Used in Recording the Vowels 

(adapted from Robinson, 1989) 

Vowel Word Vowel Word 

i: Heed O Hod 
I Hid C: Hoard 
E Head U Hood 
A Had u: Who'd 
a: Hard 3: Heard 
Y Hud 

rate. Twelfth-order linear predictive analysis was carried 
out on six 512 sample Hamming windowed segments 
from the steady part of the vowel. The reflection coef- 
ficients were used to calculate 10 log area parameters, 
giving a 10-dimensional input space. A general intro- 
duction to speech processing and an explanation of this 
technique can be found in e.g., Rabiner and Schafer 
(1978). Each speaker thus yielded six frames of  speech 
from 11 vowels. This gave 990 frames from the 15 
speakers. 

Robinson used this data in his thesis (Robinson, 
1989) to investigate several types of neural network 
algorithms. He used 528 frames from four male and 
four female speakers to train the networks and used 
the remaining 462 frames from four male and three 
female speakers for testing the performance. 

The classifiers he examined were single-layer per- 
ceptrons, multilayer networks with sigmoidal, Gaussian, 
and quadratic activation functions, a modified Kanerva 
model, radial basis networks, and also a conventional 
method, the nearest-neighbor classifier. Due to the lim- 
ited computational facilities available to Robinson, he 
did only one run for each of the different architectures. 
Every run was continued for about 3000 epochs (Rob- 
inson, 1993). 

To get comparable results, we trained several growing 
cell structure networks with the same data as Robinson 
and thereafter used his test data to evaluate the gen- 
eralization capabilities of the networks. Because the in- 
put vector dimension was high-dimensional (10),  we 
used also networks of a somewhat higher dimension 
than in the previous examples. 

The results of  Robinson and our results are shown 
in Table 4. For easier comparison the percentage of 
correctly classified test patterns is shown graphically in 
Figure 22. It is evident from the simulations that our 
approach has the best results of the considered methods. 
The networks had to be trained only for about 80 
epochs, which compares rather well to the other meth- 
ods. The ratio 3000/80 = 37.5 is also approximately 
along the lines of our simulations for the two-spiral 
problem if one compares the number of epochs needed 
for cross entropy back propagation and for our model 
(see Table 2). 

4. RELATED WORK 

In the following we draw some connections to existing 
models. The list of examples given is not meant to be 
comprehensive. Rather, we tried to pick out a few mod- 
els that are so closely related to our work that a com- 
parison is instructive. 

4.1. Unsupervised Learning 

A number of variations of Kohonen's feature map have 
been proposed concerning networks with variable to- 
pology or variable number of elements. The approach 
of Jokusch (1990) starts with a usual rectangular grid. 
The net is incrementally extended by pushing rows or 
columns of units by one and inserting new units in the 
created gaps. After a while this can lead to rather com- 
plicated structures. 

Kangas, Kohonen, and Laaksonen (1990) propose 
a model where the connectivity is updated periodically 
to form a minimum spanning tree. An advantage of 
this approach is that there can be no topological defects 
like twisted maps, which sometimes do occur within 
Kohonen's original formalism. However, the topology 
of the input patterns is only captured to a small degree 
due to the sparse connectivity of this model. Moreover, 
for high-dimensional data it is hard to visualize the 
network in a meaningful way. 

A very interesting method is the Neural Gas algo- 
rithm of Martinetz and Schulten ( 1991 ). It starts with 
no connections and a fixed number of units floating in 
input vector space like gas particles. Input signals are 
used to adapt the units and to add connections, which 
are inserted between the winning unit for a signal and 
the second winning unit. Moreover, a mechanism for 
aging and removal of connections is provided. Recently, 
Martinetz ( 1993 ) gave a rigorous definition of topology 
preserving feature map and he could show that his 
method generates a connectivity structure that is per- 
fectly topology preserving in this sense. 

The networks generated by the method of  Martinez 
do look similar in some cases to the networks generated 
by the growing cell structures. However, there are at 
least two important differences between both methods. 
First, neural gas uses a fixed number of units that has 
to be chosen in advance (in contrast to our model). 
Finding a suitable number in advance is a very difficult 
problem. The second difference concerns the dimen- 
sionality of the resulting network. The dimensionality 
of the neural gas networks depends on the local prop- 
erties of the data. If the data is three-dimensional then 
so is the network. If part of the data lies in a two-di- 
mensional subspace then in this region a two-dimen- 
sional structure is formed. The growing cell structures, 
on the other hand, have a fixed network dimensionality 
(e.g., two or three), which is valid throughout the whole 
network and is chosen at the beginning. This leads, of 
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TABLE 4 
Teat Results on Vowel Recognition Problem 

Classifier 

Number of 
Hidden Correctly 
Units Classified 

Percent 
Correct 

Single-layer perceptron q 
Multilayer perceptmn 88 
Multilayer perceptron 22 
Multilayer perceptmn 11 
Modified Kanerva Model 528 
Modified Kanerva Model 88 
Radial basis function 528 
Radial basis function 88 
Gaussian node network 528 
Gaussian node network 88 
Gaussian node network 22 
Gaussian node network 11 
Square node network 88 
Square node network 22 
Square node network 11 
Nearest neighbor 
Three-dimensional GCS 154 
Three-dimensional GCS 165 
Three-dimensional GCS 158 
Five-dimensional GCS 135 
Five-dimensional GCS 196 

154 33 
234 51 
206 45 
203 44 
231 50 
197 43 
247 53 
220 48 
252 55 
247 53 
250 54 
211 47 
253 55 
236 51 
217 50 
260 56 
309 67 
285 62 
282 61 
306 66 
307 66 

The table shows the network size, the number of correctly classified test 
pattems (out of 462), and the corresponding percentages. The single layer 
perceptron shows the results reported by Robinson in his thesis (Robinson, 
1989). He got the best classification rate for the nearest neighbor method. 
The 3-D and 5-D GCS shows the result of several nets generated by the 
growing cell structures method. All of them have a higher rate of correctly 
classified test patterns than the nearest neighbor method (and all the other 
models examined by Robinson). We tried networks of dimensionality three 
and five. The parameter t" was set equal to the network dimension in each 
case. The second run with a five-dimensional network was continued very 
long to see whether over-training effects could be produced, which was not 
the case in that simulation. Also, the different choices for { did not seem to 
influence the outcome of the algorithm very much. 

course, to a topology preservation that might be far 
from being optimal in some cases. An advantage of a 
fixed dimensionality, however, is that the network can 
be visualized if it is low-dimensional, no matter how 
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FIGURE 22. Percentage of correctly classified test pattems for 
the vowel recognition problem. 

high-dimensional the input data is (see Figure 13). 
Thus, high-dimensional data can be visualized in 
(sometimes) interesting ways with our model. 

Other models allow a variable number of elements, 
but have predefined principal structure (e.g., rectan- 
gular array), namely the interpolative algorithm of Ro- 
drigues and Almeida (1990). For this approach a con- 
siderable speed-up compared with the original for- 
malism is reported. However, the problem of having to 
choose the shape of the network in advance, persists. 

The learning expectation method introduced by Xu 
(1990) starts with one rectangular grid and adds, one- 
by-one, more identical rectangular grids if the data 
cannot be captured by the existing ones. This leads to 
a covering of the relevant parts of the input space with 
a number of identical rectangular networks. Depending 
on the input data, this might be very inappropriate, 
because there is no good way to model small and large 
clusters at the same time with this method. 

A proposal to use random structures stems from 
Ritter ( 1991 ). He shows an example where a random 
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structure is used in a quite appealing way to represent 
related and more distant concepts. However, in general 
it is hard to predict how good a random structure will 
be for a given problem and probably still harder to 
arrange the structure such that a suitable modeling of  
the data is indeed achieved. 

An interesting approach with a network growing on 
a grid has been introduced by Blackmore and Miik- 
kulainen (1992). A rectangular neighborhood is used, 
as in Kohonen's model, but single connections are al- 
lowed to be missing to better model the shape of the 
underlying data distribution. Because the network is 
restricted to a grid it can be easily visualized even for 
high-dimensional data vectors. 

4.2. Supervised Learning 

There exists some relevant related work also for the 
supervised variant of the growing cell structures. In the 
following we mention some methods that are based on 
networks of localized units and that allow a change in 
the number of  free parameters of  the network. 

The work probably most similar to our model stems 
from Platt (1991). He proposes a resource-allocating 
network for function estimation. His network consists 
of radial basis units and he adds a new unit whenever 
a data item is sufficiently far from all existing centers 
and is mapped sufficiently poorly. In this case a new 
center is allocated and is set up such that the current 
data item is mapped correctly. The main difference be- 
tween Platt's approach and the growing cell structures 
is that Platt inserts a new unit on the basis of one poorly 
mapped pattern whereas in the growing cell structures 
error information is always accumulated over a number 
of patterns before a new unit is inserted. The advantage 
of  the latter strategy is that noisy data does not lead to 
a huge number of inserted units, which can easily hap- 
pen with Platt's model. Moreover, in Platt's model there 
is a resolution parameter that specifies the smallest dis- 
tance two radial basis function units can have and that 
effectively makes it impossible to model functions ap- 
propriately that vary on a smaller scale. 

Hakala and Eckmiller (1993) propose a method that 
is very similar to Platt's approach. They also allocate 
nodes on the basis of the observed error for single ex- 
amples. In contrast to Platt, however, who does not 
change the parameters of existing units, Hakala and 
Eckmiller reduce the diameter of neighboring units 
when a new unit is inserted. This leads to a controlled 
overlap between adjacent units. This again makes the 
learning task easier for the delta rule, easier because 
there are less conflicts arising from units that overlap 
to a large extent. A similar mechanism is realized in 
the growing cell structures: here the diameter of each 
local unit is determined by the mean distance to its 
topological neighbors. Therefore, the insertion of a new 
unit reduces the diameters or regions of influence of 
its neighbors. 

Other related work has been done by Bonnlander 
and Mozer (1993). They arrange localized units on a 
rectangular grid. They do not vary the number of units 
but have found another way to change the number of 
free parameters of the network. At the beginning very 
strong constraints are imposed on the units, allowing 
neighboring units to have only slightly varying param- 
eters. During the training these restrictions are slowly 
loosened up so that the number of free parameters is 
increased. However, there is an upper limit for the 
number of free parameters that depends on the initially 
chosen (and thereafter unchanged) size of the network. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In the first part of the paper we introduced a new self- 
organizing network model. It has the following advan- 
tages over existing models: 
• The network structure is determined automatically 

from the input data. 
• There is no need to choose the network size in ad- 

vance. Instead, the growth process can be continued 
until a performance criterion is met. 

• All parameters of the model are constant. Therefore, 
it is not necessary to define a decay schedule as in 
other models. 

• The insertion of new units can be influenced such 
that the generated network estimates the probability 
density of the input signals, minimizes the quanti- 
zation error, or pursues still other goals. 

• Because the final structure depends on the input data, 
it can be used for data visualization and for clustering. 
In contrast, most other models have a fixed structure 
that does not provide any information of that kind. 
In the second part of the paper we developed a com- 

bination of the self-organizing network with the radial 
basis function (RBF) approach. It provides a number 
of improvements over current network models with lo- 
calized receptive fields (and also some other models)" 
• Number, diameter, and position of RBF units are 

determined automatically through a growth process 
that can be stopped as soon as the network performs 
well enough. 

• Because positioning of RBF units and supervised 
training of  connection weights is performed in par- 
allel, the current classification error can be used to 
determine the locations of new RBF units. Previous 
approaches did often rely on clustering algorithms, 
which in general fail to find good positions for the 
RBF units with respect to classification accuracy. 

• The networks are relatively small and generalize very 
well. 

• The necessary number of training epochs seems to 
be one to two orders of magnitude smaller than for 
other approaches. 
Although the results obtained to date are very 

promising, it is necessary to investigate the performance 
of the network for larger problems than the ones pre- 
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sented here. Fu r the rmore ,  it  would  be an  i m p r o v e m e n t  
i f  one could  find ways to au tomat ica l ly  choose  some o f  
those  pa rame te r s  tha t  still have to  be  set by  the  user. 
A n  interes t ing goal would  be a m o d e l  with no  p a r a m -  
eters except  the  proper t ies  o f  the  des i red  classifier. This  
goal  is, o f  course,  still very d is tan t  bu t  the  p roposed  
me thods  might  be a step in the  r ight  d i rect ion.  
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N O M E N C L A T U R E  
Growing  cell s t ructures  network,  also denotes  
set o f  cells in the ne twork  
d imens iona l i ty  o f  the  growing cell s t ruc tures  
ne twork  A 
n -d imens iona l  i npu t  vector  space 
d imens iona l i ty  o f  V 
n -d imens iona l  reference (synapt ic ,  weight)  
vector  o f  cell c 
set o f  all reference vectors for cells in A 
ma pp ing  V - ~  A 
adap ta t ion  steps per  inser t ion  
adapta t ion  pa ramete r  for bes t -matching uni t  
adap ta t ion  p a r a m e t e r  for ne ighbor ing  cells 
th reshold  for cell r emova l  
p robab i l i ty  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  i npu t  signals 
decrease p a r a m e t e r  for resource  var iables  
set o f  d i rec t  ne ighbors  o f  a cell c 
Voronoi  field o f  cell c 
true da ta  d imens iona l i ty  
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estimate for t 
n-dimensional volume of Fc 
n-dimensional input signal 
m-dimensional output signal 
dimension of the output vector space for su- 
pervised learning 
I / O-pair ( for supervised learning) 
m-dimensional vector of output unit acti- 
vations 
resource variable of cell c (can contains, e.g., 
signals, quantization error, classification er- 
ror) 
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II. II 

layer of Gaussian units in RBF networks 
activation of Gaussian unit c 
relative signal frequency of cell c 
estimate of the probability density near wc 
estimate of the normalized probability den- 
sity near wc 
short-cut for x n~ = x TM "~- y 
m-dimensional vector of weights from cell c 
to the output units 
weighted connection from Gaussian unit c 
to output unit i 
Euclidean vector norm 


